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A B S T R A C T

Ducking Out of a Downpour but Still Getting Wet is a visual exploration of

memory and unreliability therein. What we remember about different events,

how feelings or emotions are catalogued, and what truth may or may not lie in

those recollected experiences are the conceptual cornerstones of the project. The

initial work emerged from firsthand experiences of derealization--a feeling of

disconnection from reality--and the current facet of the project is linked to the

first by a shared instability of perception. These photographs were made using all

analog darkroom processes. There is a formal reliance upon abstraction,

in-camera multiple exposures, and mundanity of subject matter. These elements

unify to construct a visual diagram of memory and skewed perception transcribed

via the photographic medium.
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Is truth taken for granted? How often do we rely upon the awareness of

our surroundings and subsequent perception as truthful, without questioning

that discernment? In considering these questions, it is also necessary to consider

the transferral of that discernment to recorded memory. One’s memory--the

catalog of images, feelings, events, experiences--has some implication of truth.

We have generally understood that to a large extent, what we remember is at least

based upon something that truly happened. Of more interest to me than simply

accepting memories as inherently true is considering what happens when we

cannot distinguish fantasy from reality, whether in an instance of unreliable

memory or our actual perception of the world. This has led to my distinction

between reality and The Real: reality being one’s own introspective, uniquely

personal experience and The Real being the broader, more public version of

reality which is perceived individually in potentially very different ways.
1

Though

each person’s reality undoubtedly varies from the next, I am also interested in the

further deconstruction of one's perception that occurs when experiencing an

event such as dissociation.
2

These nebulous and emotionally treacherous feelings

of nonexistence hold much power and produce a simultaneous lucidity and

obstruction of reality. In the months--perhaps even the years--leading up to my

pursuit of this project, I was confronting these feelings with some frequency.
3

3 I felt their power overwhelm and was at their mercy until the ground once more solidified
under my feet… not always granting relief but nonetheless presenting something familiar.

2 Dissociation is a result of very serious mental unwellness and is linked to a diagnosable
illness known as Dissociative Personality Disorder. This disorder frequently finds the affected
“blacking out” when dissociating. The feelings I am hoping to understand and explore are
somewhat parallel to this, but could more aptly be described as derealization or
depersonalization. Ergo this is the terminology I will be using moving forward.

1 In this essay, reality refers to my own personal perception but can absolutely be applied to
others’ individual realities.
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To unpack the tumultuous feelings stemming from an unprecedented

disconnection with reality, I set in motion a photographic exploration of said

disconnect with an interim goal of relinquishing myself from the inescapable

inhibition which was the consequence. Drawing from my own firsthand

experiences of these events, I began creating work reflecting the liminal,

metaphysical space of derealization and depersonalization, primarily using

abstraction as a visual portrayal of these experiences.

Depersonalization/derealization seem not to stop when the clouds break,

nor do they release their grasp when a feeling of groundedness begins to

reappear. These experiences--perceptions of reality--inscribe our most deeply

personal act of recording our existence in impressing upon our memory with

untrue information; information that when recalled
4

only furthers a feeling of

inexistence and disconnection with reality or The Real. In remembering an

episode of derealization, maybe I am incorrect in the emotional state it placed me

in. After all, I did not feel as though I existed within the reality I surely was, so

why would I remember the same way as I remember anything else? In

remembering an episode of depersonalization, I could have been recording

memories to what I thought was someone else's mind. Of course, the memories

are still available to me in one form or another, but who is to claim the source (or

sources) of the fragmentation or distortion?

As I quickly came to find, the aforementioned liminal space and

perception of The Real had many more facets than just the disconnection from

Reality which served as an outset. As I began to introspectively investigate my

4 incongruent with other memories or others’ memories
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own relationship with The Real, I was led to consider other states of

consciousness and their individually unique roles in an inadvertent disconnection

from reality. This disconnection is, of course, seen in untrue remembrance, but

it’s also presented in instances of the inability to distinguish a dreamed event

from lived experience, daydream fantasies commanding perception, and even

emotions clouding one’s discernment of reality. While all of these are viable

points of investigation, I am most interested in the transitory unreliability of

memory.

This work--both the images themselves and the necessary thinking and

introspection surrounding them--had become an objectification of subjective

experience. These personal experiences serving as inspiration are acutely

challenging to verbalize in their ingrained enigmatic character. Before attempting

to further or more formally investigate my own experiences,  it seemed

appropriate to frame my thinking with professional research and other

established philosophical arguments. This form of objectification proved to be

quite helpful in unpacking niche subtleties in my own previously mentioned

emotional state(s), things I had not accounted for--let alone noticed--before.

In the initial framing of these esoteric thoughts, I had to ask myself: What

are depersonalization and derealization? According to one professor of

psychology, Etzel Cardeña, depersonalization is a “...wide range of chronic

phenomena, in which the self experiences itself as detached or at an unbridgeable

distance from ongoing perceptions, actions, emotions, or thoughts.”
I
The notion

of detachment seemed quite essential to the consideration of this condition,
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especially when one’s actions “...appear to be automatic or puppet-like.”
II

Derealization, on the other hand, “...is employed to describe the changes the

environment seems to have undergone.”
II

The person affected by derealization

“...may not doubt the reality of the self, but, instead, have the experience that

[their] surroundings and fellow inhabitants are not quite real, that [they inhabit]

a dreamlike world devoid of substance.”
I
Building from the foundation of

detachment and doubt of reality, I next had to ask: Why does this happen?

One option described labile sleep-wake cycles as a potential cause, as

inconsistent sleep “...may promote intrusions of sleep phenomena (e.g.,

dreamlike experiences) into waking consciousness, which in turn foster

fantasy-proneness and feelings of depersonalization and derealization.”
III

The

notion that lack of sleep could invoke these liminal states does make sense, but

more interesting to me is the entrance of dreamlike experiences into waking

consciousness; the inability to distinguish between fantasy and reality is a

cornerstone concept of this body of work.
5

Thus fantasy, rooted in daydreaming

or otherwise, may preclude a vivid sense of the self. Generally speaking, though,

these conceptions require examination of the imagined space.

To understand the imagined space is to consider our unconscious. One

very weighted aspect of our unconscious is manifested in dreams. Of course,

dreams are impacted by our emotions, therefore it would track that the inverse is

true: our emotions are affected by our dreams. One psychologist, Ole Vedfelt,

expanded upon ideas from Mark Solms and Antonio Damasio to discuss the

5 It would make logical sense that the more often someone is experiencing the world not quite
able to tell whether or not they or their surroundings are real or imagined--regardless of their
sleeping habits--the harder it is to escape that way of thinking.
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different types of emotions one may feel. In short, there are distinct groupings of

emotions, the two most important being background emotions and primary

emotions. Background emotions are internal global states--they are broad and

quite vague, like “down” or “calm.” They are also the most fundamental. Primary

emotions are more specific and distinctive, such as “angry” or “happy.”
IV

Notable

as well is the idea that background emotions are generally an unconscious realm,

whereas primary emotions are more frequently consciously noticed. This idea of

the conscious and unconscious experience of emotions expands a Jungian theory

distinguishing between having and feeling emotions. To have an emotion is to be

controlled unconsciously. Conversely, to feel an emotion is to have a conscious

awareness of it.
IV

When one wakes from a dream unable to determine whether it was, in fact,

a dream or rather a true memory, the images that existed in said dream would

likely result in a background emotional response. Say, perhaps, that the

previously mentioned dream was unsettling, producing background emotions of

negativity. These unconscious background emotions could quickly turn to

primary emotions of fear, anger, sadness, etc. Then, of course, the emotions are

consciously felt.

It’s also plausible that consciousness, perhaps intrinsically, is linked to

reality. Again, that reality is in all likelihood entirely subjective, and taking into

account fantasy or dreamlike states, much skepticism arises. There is a classic

philosophical argument from Renee Descartes which presents skepticism of

reality via dreams:
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1. If I know that I am sitting dressed by the fire, then there are no

genuine grounds for doubting that I am really sitting dressed by the

fire.

2. If I were now dreaming, this would be  genuine ground for doubting

that I am sitting dressed by the fire: in dreams, I had often had the

realistic experience of sitting dressed by the fire when I was actually

lying undressed in bed!

3. Therefore, I do not know that I am now sitting dressed by the fire.
V

Though this particular example of the argument uses the imagery of sitting

dressed by a fire, its foundational structure can be applied to any mundane

experience in anyone’s life. This logical argument essentially stating that

someone experiencing an event which feels real may in fact be dreaming said

event is a successful summation of the psychological research previously cited.

While this information does help to frame my thinking about these

experiences, particularly when applied to my working concepts, it also provides a

more solid foundation to which I can apply my own experiences
6

and more firmly

grasp those events.

This skewed perception of existence initiates with little warning
7

and

presents itself in myriad ways, all somewhat unique but strangely familiar in their

disparity. Often it’s like viewing a life, with too many subtle similarities to my

7 A combative whisper beckons without solace or another option for gratification; it’s your
requirement to submit. Upon the next blink the world folds in and the view over the river you
once found so beautiful is turned dim and distant and foggy on the periphery and is only
something seen clearly by those unaffected by a thoughtless unprovoked alteration of literally
anything you know.

6 maybe to find a source of this temporary destruction of reality and dissolution of the self?
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own to be anyone else's, on a screen--the edges of which fill my entire frame of

view, creating a perception of reality disconnected from The Real.

As it may be obvious to point out, familiarity is reliant on memory. Just as

some memories are uncomfortable, familiarity is not always synonymous with

solace. I turned to photography, a medium I have known for more than half of my

life, as an opportunity for familiar partnership in navigating the feelings so

incongruous with comfort. With some immediacy, I discovered a parallel between

the medium and my concepts: the mechanical nature of viewing the world

through a lens via a viewfinder felt almost like a physical manifestation of viewing

the world through my altered perception commanded by derealization.  What I

see through the viewfinder is my perception of my individual discernment of

reality regardless of the camera’s intervention. That is to say that someone else,

accounting for their own personal interpretation or acceptance of The Real, may

see the same scene in a different way than I do.

The conceptual research proved fruitful, still I was unsure how to visually

convey the working ideas. Early on, I explored artists working mainly in the

constructivist period like Aleksandr Rodchenko, El Lissitsky, and André Kertész.

The tension arising from the spatial confusion and abstraction in layered images

interested me. Furthermore, I appreciated these artists’ uniquely captured

mundanity, which alluded to a skewed discernment of reality.

Embarking on visual research led to my discovery of a more contemporary

photographer named Jerry Uelsmann. In an interview,
VI

he described the

thinking behind his practice which involves constructing surreal scenes using
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entirely analog equipment. The idea that stood out the most during this interview

was Uelsmann’s delineation between pre and post-visualization in photography.

Pre-visualization is a way of working that a landscape or wedding photographer

may employ: the artist tries to determine--at least roughly--what the image will

look like before they even fire the shutter. Post-visualization is how Uelsmann

claims to work. In this manner, the photographer captures images intuitively,

perhaps relying on their subconscious, and creates connections and relationships

between the images after the negatives are processed. I began to incorporate this

into my own practice to more accurately reflect the introspection my project is

grounded in.

The subject matter was largely mundane spaces, objects, and moments.

This focus on the banal was representative of derealization and

depersonalization’s unselective onslaught: these events can and do happen

anywhere. During the initial stages, I relied primarily on visual abstraction to

express the intangibility of the disappearance of grounding in reality. I was not

seeking out specific scenes--I was shooting intuitively--but I allowed myself time

with each object and environmental moment to consider its dissolution into

abstraction as paralleling the disconnect from reality. The photographs

demonstrate a complete removal of the subject from its physical presence. These

captured subjects were quite ordinary, maybe a streetlight or the reflection on a

wet wall. To completely dissolve their legibility via photographic manipulation

(both in the darkroom and in-camera) was separating the environment from

reality, but also the viewer’s perception from The Real.
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In working this way, I came to recognize the fragmentation of space

created by the images. The photograph on page 9 left is an example of an

extremely cropped negative printed in the darkroom, which accentuates the grain

structure present in the film and further blurs an already organic and abstracted

image. The magnitude of the crop (showing perhaps only one-eighth of the actual

negative in the print) also carries the notion of fragmentation of time, a moment

within a moment.

The photograph on page 9 right is an example of in-camera multiple

exposures, capturing numerous images on a single negative to create further

spatial ambiguity. This process also presents fragmented moments, elevating

unstable perception of reality.

Photography’s role in this project carries necessity in more forms than

one. For example, Laszlo Maholy-Nagy claimed that the camera makes visible

“existences which cannot be perceived or taken in by our optical instrument, the

eye.” This means that, maybe, “in the photographic camera we have the most
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reliable aid to a beginning of objective vision.”
VII

This theory only extends the

potential disparity between what is optically true and what is perceived.
8

Compared to photography, memory’s records are full of gaps.
VIII

Image-making then could serve as an instrument to fill those gaps. But, because

this project is so heavily rooted in concept rather than traditional documentation,

I rely on “objectivity of Form to express a preconceived idea in order to convey an

emotion”
IX

which likely discounts the potential for this series as Art Photography

to ever be truly objective. That is no longer of great concern to me, though,

because “at any given moment the accepted report of an event is of greater

importance than the event, for what we think about and act upon is the symbolic

report and not the concrete evidence itself.”
X

During the initial stages of this project, my running tagline serving as a

succinct descriptor of both form and concept was the objectification of a

subjective experience. At the time, during the early stages of the creation (when

the concept was, even more so than now, malleable), this tagline felt like an

all-encompassing high-level overview of the work. Of course, as I continued this

project, I realized that once work is made to portray objectively a uniquely

personal--indeed, esoterically ineffable--experience, the pieces immediately

become once again subjective (for to attempt objectivity is to draw out one’s

perception; a perception nearly--if not entirely--impossible to verbalize and

perhaps more difficult still to insinuate through the photographic image, no

8 In an objective photograph of subjective reality, the image enters The Real as a vehicle for the
perceived reality much the same way our falsified memories occupy the same space as real
ones and in fact sometimes cross the threshold--incorrectly but without any mode of
delineation--into our cache of true recollections.
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matter how surreal or abstract). As I continued my work and research pertaining

to said images, I realized that perhaps the photograph is inherently objective in

its physical, neutral nature but that objectivity is only in the tangibility.
9

I have

come to appreciate this additional layer of the liminal space, a photograph as

simultaneously objective and subjective, undulating between reality and The

Real. These dueling truths reflect the fleeting, fluid character of memory.

It may be interesting to consider the almost frantic recording in

contemporary mainstream society. The fast-paced flux of our existence has

created a “fear that everything is on the verge of disappearing.”
XI

It seems that,

generally, we have succumbed to the understanding of memories as either

accurate or transformed through their passage through history. One idea that

appears to be commonly understood and accepted within the Zeitgeist of

modernity is that when we remember something, we are not remembering the

event itself but remembering the last time that memory was recalled. Like a

cassette tape worn down after many passes through a stereo, our memories

become somewhat altered each time they play in our heads. It would not then be

a reach to suggest that in place of missing fragments of memories, we impose our

own imagined realities simply to fill the gap; a filling-in performed sub- or even

unconsciously, forever distorting one’s memories and in turn altering their

perception of reality.

The ongoing research and image-making proved beneficial for me.

Perhaps because of the consistency with which I made those images, I no longer

9 The physical, tactile characteristics of this medium are also important to my working concepts
and this will be investigated at greater depth soon.
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experience bouts of derealization with the same frequency or intensity. At a

certain point, the onset of derealization came in tandem with a moment of

fleeting reprieve; not necessarily a withholding of the fog inherent to the bridge

towards fabricated lucidity; not an extension or even confirmation of The Real; in

fact this pardoning was by virtue of an inner sanctity never before rejoiced for it

was never before a place of solitude.
10

There can be a beauty in isolation, much

the same as the beauty in fear as in the sublime or submitting oneself to the

could-have-been-a-burden altruism of an autumn downpour.

This, of course, is not to say that the arrival of the all too well-known

fog--thick not with familiarity but with a blinding decree of inexistence--is always

a welcome event. Not every downpour need be celebrated, nor should it, as

sublimity sometimes offers more fear than curiosity, and isolation can feel

overwhelming or nearly claustrophobic.
11

Working towards this project in time proved to be therapeutic in a way. In

drawing from my firsthand accounts of unwillingly disconnecting from reality, I

became not comfortable with but accustomed to the events of derealization and

depersonalization. These events that flattened me with fear turned from

moments of anguish to something I could lean into, out of necessity, to glean a

deeper understanding of what it was that I was experiencing. That is not to say

11 The self seems to fill more space alone when cast off as unknowing of identity than it does in
a crowded room

10 Not that this transitive inner locus is one of comfort, though a parallel acceptance may be for
some, but its presence, as it turns out, could be navigable with experience and the passage of
time, as even the most tumultuous of waters have proven to be.
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that I was entirely freed from the arising turmoil,
12

but leaning into my working

process acted as a tether to reality, a way to reclaim my sense of self even when it

felt lost by providing something I could return to once the clouds parted.

In continuing this project in the early fall, I felt a sort of obligation to make

images directly related to moments of derealization as I had been doing in the

Spring. A point of contention arose when I realized that I no longer had the

first-person experiences to draw from the same way I did early on. Nonetheless, I

made several images trying to base them in my initial concepts but could not

conjure the same authenticity. I was trying to metaphorically represent emotions

that I didn’t feel. I then began to contemplate my way of working: what was I

thinking about? How exactly did I remember these experiences? This general

consideration led to my internal investigation of my own memory--what I

remember about different events, how feelings or emotions are cataloged, what

truth may or may not lie in those recollected experiences. These ideas are what

now forms the foundation of my project.

Though on the surface, the transition from derealization to memory may

appear to have a somewhat drastic disparity between concepts, there is a thread

which binds them together; a naturally flowing organic lineage. That thread, the

bridge between concepts, is instability. Both chronological facets of this project

serve as a metaphorical representation of abstract experiences and the liminal

space of unreliable perception transcribed via the photographic medium.

12 These events, even now with my newfound familiarity, have an inherent unpredictability
which is naturally met with some amount of fear.
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Fortunately, this shift in concept did not affect my formal approach.

Perhaps simply by virtue of the amount of time I have spent sitting with and

considering these ideas, I feel that the formality of the images is more deeply

connected to my current working concepts than it was at the outset. While this

series has a considerable range of visual components within each respective

frame, three key elements continue to appear and create an interconnectedness

between the images; not only with one another but with the concepts they are

rooted in. These elements are abstraction, in-camera multiple exposures, and a

focus on the banal.

Abstraction serves as a metaphorical visual representation of

remembering a feeling. Memory is already nebulous, even in the recollection of

images or events. More esoteric still is how one may catalog a feeling or emotion.

These moments of experience are in and of themselves abstract and often

ineffable; to acutely verbalize their recording in the mind is perhaps analogous to

trying to describe a color. The abstract elements in these photographs speak to

the indefinite and incorporeal nature of memory, especially in this conceptual

context.

The mundanity of the subject matter has remained, and even relies upon a

further or more acute focus on the banal. When abstracted as such, these physical

objects--tables, chairs, curtains--act as a quotidian deconstruction which could

arise when incorrectly remembering an event, a place, or an emotion. To reiterate

what appears to be a commonly accepted belief, our memories are constantly

transforming in our minds as a result of remembering the last time the memory

was recalled instead of the actual event itself. This, of course, could result in one’s
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imposition of imagined reality upon truly recorded experience to fill in missing

fragments of memories.

To visually reference this fragmentation of reality and the inadvertent

combination of authentic and imagined experiences, I turned to in-camera

multiple exposures. Formally, these images represent layered realities. The

imposition of the imagined space upon an authentically recorded event creates a

memory one can no longer rely upon for truthful recollection. Though I could

have layered these images by combining negatives in the darkroom, I think that

capturing multiple moments and perspectives in-camera on a single negative

more closely aligns with the notion of unreliable memory. The camera, after all, is

an instrument of recording. Especially due to the physicality of the medium,

exposing multiple photographs on a single frame is a further ambiguation of the

given object that is captured. The layering of images in-camera becomes a

layering of realities insinuating the idea that false and true memories are

contained within the same cache of remembrance in one’s mind.

As my concepts morphed, so did my visual inspiration; the relationship

between my form and concepts gathered a different weight, and so I turned to

other artists to inform my configurative choices. Early on, I was primarily looking

at work made during the constructivist period, but I recently found that studying

photographs created by artists in the futurist and modernist eras was more in line

with the formal choices I opted to make. This stage in photographic history,

which emerged from constructivism, has many works emphasizing contrast,

studying lines, shapes, and visual weight within photographs, as well as exploring
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the shapes of objects--especially mundane, everyday items--capturing their

physical forms removed from their meaning or use in the world.

Artists such as Paul Strand, Jaromír Funke, and Ray Metzker struck me as

they all created photographs deconstructing the banal in a more frontally abstract

way than the previously mentioned constructivists. There remained a distinctive

perspective on the mundane. but the far extended obstruction of everyday

moments and objects held a collective potency that I wished to evoke in my own

work. Looking at these photographs also opened a new door in my practice,

which was working in a studio.

At this point in my practice regarding the project at hand, all of my

photographs had been captured “on location.” This location, however, was my

own house. This was not a consciously intentional choice, but a deeper analysis

illuminated the importance of shooting at home. I was shooting in a space that I

had at least some command of; working in my house limited outside variables

and allowed me to take time with constructing images that may not be afforded

when shooting in a more public-facing atmosphere. It’s a location that I am

familiar with. I feel that abstracting the items I see everyday carries more

conceptual value than attempting a mechanical abstraction of objects that I do

not interact with regularly. There is also something to be said about using my

personal space to work on such a personal project; making images in my home is

much more analogous to my introspective queries than creating them elsewhere.

I did not want to completely turn away from this way of working, but the visual

cues of the modernist photographers led me to consider the benefit of shooting in
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the studio. Taking photographs in a studio offered even more control, and

allowed a total fabrication of space which parallels the fabrication of memory.

Only two of the images in the final series were captured in a studio (center

left and center right), but they reside as couplets beside a pair of images taken in

my home (far left and far right). This sub-series of four photographs presents a

duality of singularity and layering within their respective environments. I sought

a parallel representation of the dissolution of memory using two locations and, in

fact, ways of working to further the deconstruction of remembered space. Each

couplet consists of one single exposure and one in-camera multiple exposures,

both captured in the same respective spaces. This dichotomy demonstrates two

memories undergoing similar transitive deconstruction despite their differing

origin images; any memory-image may be distorted or fragmented at varying

levels.
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The controlled environments and repetition of subject matter in the

photographs display the fabrication of memory that, when presented as an

individual but related parts of a series, allude to fragmentation of the

remembered space. These fragments, when unified, construct a narrative

diagram of memory. This is a non-linear narrative of instability and unreliability

within recollected images, events, and feelings. Memory’s fluidity is of course

non-linear; one mental image may flow into the next or become disrupted by the

imposition of another. These recalled moments may originate in the same event

or feeling and may be obstructed without intention by the sudden remembrance

of a disparate scene. Whether real or imagined, those moments are stored and

accessed identically; thus, these photographs, though containing a range of

subject matter, are related to one another in some cases environmentally but

always by any number of the aforementioned visual tools of construction as

representative of memory images.

To make work towards this new aspect of the project, I was required to

consider my memory and explore the unstable, ethereal workings of remembered

perception. With such a materially present medium, I could navigate these ideas

with my eyes and hands and build connections physically. The connection

between imagery, as previously mentioned, was only one facet of this navigation.

The other is how those images exist in the world: the connection between the

photographs and reality. The connection to reality created by the medium itself is

elevated by the enigmatic beauty of film’s physicality. The latent image contained

in silver halide from the open and close of the shutter to the development process
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is synonymous with memory’s nebulous transit through time. A tangible picture

of a tangible object representing the fluid abstraction of remembrance undulates

within the liminal space of perceived reality.

This practice of making photographs that exist in a liminal space is

continued in the actual printing of the images. Working in a darkroom is the

most physically present act of creating an image to be displayed; it extends the

film’s material presence and creates an additional layer of graceful dissonance

with the underlying esoteric concepts. During the printing process, the actual size

of the prints became an essential component of the presentation of the images.

The size of these photographs--between 29” x 29” and 29” x 43”--alludes to the

inescapability of fabricated memory or reality and the overwhelming nature of

skewed perception. Viewing prints on this scale initiates a primal human

response;
13

when met with an image difficult to see in its entirety simply due to its

edges surpassing one’s field of view, a sense of discomfort may be raised.

In considering this unease, I acknowledged the role the aspect ratio of the

printed photographs may play on reception by the viewer. Six of the final images

are enlarged from 35mm negatives and thus retain their rectangular aspect ratio.

The four square photographs are printed from 6x6 medium format negatives. In

these prints, I was interested in the juxtaposition between the inherent safety of

the uniform square format and the general uneasiness or instability which exists

within the frame. The square and rectangular formats as part of the same series

further the notion of irregularity within memory images. The photograph on page

20 left is a double exposure of the same scene captured from different

13
Can I eat it? Or will it eat me? Am I the predator or prey?
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perspectives. This layering evokes the instability of remembered perception and

displays an inherent abstraction through the placement of one image upon

another. This photograph is an example of juxtaposing the safety of the

symmetrical square with dynamic subjects partially or wholly removed from

reality.

The disconnection of the subject from absolute reality is continued in the

image on page 20 right. But, as this photograph is a single exposure, I relied on

different techniques to achieve a similar abstraction. In framing and capturing

this image, I closely identified what would be recorded on the negative and

limited the information therein by metering for the brightest part of the scene.

Interestingly, both of these photographs were captured in the same place

in my house just a few days apart. They reference each other with their contrast

and deep shadows as well as the presentation of shapes detached from their

physical meaning. There is a variation of imagery and the extent of abstraction

within this series. I mentioned the idea of a non-linear narrative, but the variance
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of imagery and abstraction also alludes to memories’ flux: some images are

clearer or seem more truthful in our minds.

The use of the camera as a tool of expression removed from objective

documentation is an act I relied upon heavily in creating this work, especially in

the more recent stages. This is also an act that mirrors many ideologies practiced

by modernist photographers. I have gained a much deeper interest in and

appreciation of using the camera in a way beyond its ability to simply record.

Though I reference modernism and futurism formally, and my concepts (or at

least my way of working) somewhat reflect the modernist notions, I find it

interesting that many of my deeper concepts are more closely aligned with the

metacognitive considerations of the unconscious or dreamscapes as was

prevalent in the surrealist era of photographic history.

The visual references carry importance to my practice within the

framework of this project and the concepts conveyed. I am pushing against the

camera’s objectivity while simultaneously leaning into the objectivity of the

physically tangible image-making--once again creating a duality of perception:

reality and The Real. This idea allows another consideration of the previously

mentioned theories proclaimed by Laszlo Maholy-Nagy. In Ducking Out of a

Downpour but Still Getting Wet, what is optically true versus what is perceived is

a malleable structure easily dismantled by individual viewership. I was

intentionally seeking ways to disrupt optical truth and create dissonance within

the perception of the photographs, thus creating discord with the captured

moment or scene. This intentionality offered a chance to observe and

contemplate my own relationship with memory and how I record and store
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different moments of perception. Investigating the unreliability or potential

fabrication of memory raises myriad emotions, some quite unsettling, but

exploring them and navigating those uneasy feelings created an apprehensive

curiosity, an opportunity for introspection that I had never before been granted.

That opportunity is not one I want to abandon--seeing this project grow and

transition from the Spring to now only makes me more curious to see what the

next facet may be.

The introspective speculation may never conclude in answers or closure or

even objectivity--but surely there is beauty in that too; there is beauty in wonder

and inquisitive longing for the next racing thought to hold some tiny morsel of

clarity. A clarity I may be chasing for the rest of my days through my own eyes or

what appears to be someone else’s and locking away shattered fragments of a

whole that may someday be pieced together to reveal the picture I seek or get

washed away in the heaviest downpour I’ve ever not tried to duck out of.
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A R T I S T  S T A T E M E N T

I’ve definitely been here before, maybe, though I’m not sure that I’ve ever been anywhere.
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My journey through photography began when I was a child: I was given a

35mm SLR and thrust into my backyard one summer day. As I haphazardly

approached the world with that camera, I soon found that my surroundings

looked better through a lens. What’s more, I was granted the power to

permanently preserve a moment in time and even make attempts at capturing

that moment in the unique way I initially saw it. Of course, the pursuit was far

less than serious until my final year of high school when I took AP photography.

This year-long class entailed each student’s weekly submission of photos

revolving around their chosen common theme--my theme was isolation.

My exploration of this theme was quite formal: I focused first and

primarily on empty storefronts and other desolate locations, but--perhaps

subconsciously--I was beginning to understand that a camera was a tool of

opportunity to negotiate my own inner emotions. In the later installments to this

series, I started to appreciate how the use of color and contrast, unconventional

focusing techniques, and most importantly abstraction could all contribute to the

mood and conceptual structure of the images as parts of a series.

Upon my transferred arrival at PNCA--and my prerequisite return to my

hometown of Portland--I felt once again isolated both physically, in my lack of

friends, and mentally, unable to come to terms with the rapid changes in my life.

The simultaneous familiarity and horror of isolation led me to turn back to

photography as an outlet more than an objective means of recording. This

initialized more conceptually based pieces, eventually leading to my creation of

photographs navigating my own anxiety and other mental anguish. These intense

and constant feelings permeated my life to the point of commanding my dreams.
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In response to these feelings and subsequent dreams, I created a series of

darkroom prints using such techniques as photomontage and combination

printing as well as other tactile experimentation. In this project I felt I was finally

beginning to recognize the personal value in exploring my own mental unrest

photographically and acknowledge the necessity of the analog medium to this

exploration.

More recently, I continued to explore the dreamscape through a project

titled Transitory Dreaming. This series, shot on a single roll of film, pushed even

further the properties of the analog medium and created a new and largely

unpredictable relationship between combined images. In using multiple

exposures layered upon one another, this linear narrative presents parallel

emotions two times: once in the abstract places, lights and shadows serving as

base images; and again--much more frontally--in the overlaid portraits.

I began to feel that my personal practice was coming into its own when in

consideration of the dreamscape--surreal images signifying real-life fears;

imagined spaces portraying my own hope or despair. As a step forward, my thesis

project will allow me to consider feelings of inexistence and derealization--the

abstract but potent feeling that I may not in fact be existing within the reality

which I have been led to believe. Furthermore, I will be contemplating the

imagined space, the inability to distinguish dreams from reality, unreliable

memory and perception, as well as how dreams--whether or not

consciously--affect our lives.

This is the objectification of subjective experience.

These subjective experiences to be investigated are largely abstract;

difficult to acutely verbalize. Formal abstraction of visual media, then, would be

an obvious choice to begin said investigation. To pursue a project considering and

exhibiting abstraction and surrealism without first examining the relationship of

my own project ideation to early abstract photography would be amateurish.

Close analysis of works from canonized masters such as Rodchenko, Lissitzky,
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Kertész, and of course Man Ray serve as an inherently inspirational journey

through form and compositional presentation. I also find visual inspiration in the

ethereal works of Deborah Sheedy and the extreme surrealism of Jerry

Uelsmann.

Though abstraction continues to appear in my own thinking about this

project, I do seek some amount of clarity. I have already begun and will continue

to explore different psychological and philosophical arguments adjacently related

to my concept. For example, Ole Vedfelt, a Danish psychotherapist, applied some

of neuroscientist Antonio Damasio’s research to a Jungian idea of experiencing

emotion. In short, the idea of having versus feeling emotions which was posed

raised questions about truth of memory and consciousness.

Another idea which has influenced my thinking about my thesis work is

the Cartesian-style argument in which skepticism of reality via dreams is

discussed. It works in three parts:

1. If I know that I am sitting dressed by the fire, then there are no genuine

grounds for doubting that I am really sitting dressed by the fire.

2. If I were now dreaming, this would be a genuine ground for doubting that

I am sitting dressed by the fire: in dreams, I have often had the realistic

experience of sitting dressed by the fire when I was actually lying

undressed in bed!

3. Therefore, I do not know that I am now sitting dressed by the fire.

(Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
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Though this particular example of the argument uses imagery of sitting

dressed by a fire, its foundational structure can be applied to any mundane

experience in anyone’s life. This logical argument essentially stating that

someone experiencing an event which feels real may in fact be dreaming said

event is one major conceptual facet of my proposed thesis project.

To investigate understandings of existence, emotion and memory means

bridging the gap between real and imagined space. I am excited to find ways to

build this bridge, but I am also looking forward to working within that abstract

metaphysical space.

In order to understand and explore this metaphysical space, I will be

engaging in multiple processes rooted in analog photography and alternative

methods of image making therein. Though I enjoy and am most comfortable

working with the medium of film, the analog photographic process is essential to

this project as it has an intrinsic, physical grounding in reality. What’s more, the

physicality of the development and printing procedures allow me to make

tangible the internal, nebulous feelings my concepts are founded upon.

Some processes I have already begun to explore are masking and

combination printing. As previously mentioned, the layering of images creates a

sort of dual reality as well as exhibits the isolation of the imagined space. These

techniques also have implications of fragmented memory or, more accurately,

clear memory of fragmented perception of experience.

With this context, I would now like to discuss the work I have made for

this project so far.

These images are an example of using masks in the darkroom to print

multiple images on a single sheet of photosensitive paper. These more formally

address the horror of isolation and the disparity of the external and internal

world.
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This combination print works similarly, though obviously integrates the

images in a different way.

In exploring the liminal space of perceived inexistence, I found myself

capturing and creating images displaying reflections. The reflection in and of

itself is a sort of liminal space; it is also synonymous with introspection. The

metaphysical framework in which these photographs exist conceptually further

the images display of fragmented reality.

Finally, and naturally, I have experimented with abstraction. This of

course lends itself quite gracefully to my working concepts concerning the

intangibility of derealization and dissolution of grounding in reality. Some of

these images are extreme crops of 35mm negatives which accentuate the grain

structure present in the film as well as further blur an already organic and

abstracted image. This creates a different kind of dual reality: the blurred image

represents the past in obscurity while the sharp grain serves to show current

perception. As it is an extreme crop, it also shows a fragment of time; a moment

within a moment.

Though there is a variation in the formality of these pieces, I feel that they

work in conversation with one another to build a narrative of perceived existence

within a liminal space.

Moving towards constructing a final exhibition of this project, I’m sure

that to some degree the details of the presentation will accumulate organically.

That being said, I do have some baseline goals I will work towards:

For my thesis project, I plan to create 15-20 darkroom prints exploring the

subjective experiences aforementioned. One thing I am interested in

experimenting with is scale of prints. Thus far, I have made prints on paper

trimmed from 8 inch by 10 inch sheets, and though this forces an intimacy

between the viewer and the print, I think that larger prints may more successfully

immerse the audience in the narrative of the imagined space. So far, I have only

used 35mm Kodak Tri-X pushed to an ISO of 1600. This creates more dramatic
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contrast as well as an increased grain structure which I feel help to construct an

overall mood within the series. I do plan to experiment with 6x6 medium format

compositions as well; I think there could be an interesting juxtaposition between

the inherent safety of the square format and the general unrest or uneasiness

which exists within the frame.

Though I am working with film for the formal and conceptual reasons

previously examined, there too is a necessary consideration to be had concerning

the analog medium in that it has long been the standard for fine arts

photography. While the film pushes an inherent fine arts context to the final

installation, I hope to create a series of images accessible to anyone regardless of

their art history knowledge.

In the relatively short time which I have spent with this project thus far, I

have already begun to lean into and explore feelings which even recently I pushed

away in fear. This growing and shifting body of work has proven its personal

value to my own introspection. I very much look forward to further consideration

of these ideas, concepts and ways of working to more successfully build a

narrative, a mood, a liminal space.
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